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Abstract

We investigate the annihilation parameters (lifetimes and intensities) for positrons be-
coming trapped at grain boundaries and at inner surfaces (pores), examining fine-grained
nickel powder compacts (effective powder particle size I - 10 gm with grains in or even
below te micron size). Furthermore, we can monitor grain growth and sintering (Vol-
ume shrinkage) during successive heat treatment of powder compacts. To reach this
aim, we correlate the annihilation parameters with results of a Monte-Carlo simulation
and analytical solutions of the positron diffusion. We find that it is possible to deter-
mine an effective average powder particle size as well as grain sizes by positron lifetime
spectroscopy.

Keywords: Positron Annihilation Parameters, Fine-Grained, Porous, Positron Ther-
malization and Diffusion, Grain-Boundaries, Pores.

1 Introduction

Fine-grained materials have become increasingly important in industrial applications
during the last decade. This means that lattice defects are not evenly distributed in-
side these materials on a length scale about or below 1 prn, which is the usual range of
the positron diffusion length. But the even distribution of defects is one of the key as-
sumptions usually imposed when analyzing results of positron annihilation spectroscopy.
Hence, it will be important in the future to thoroughly understand positron annihilation
signals in inhomogeneous, e.g. fine-grained, materials.

Positron annihilation spectroscopy (PAS) has been established in the past 20 years as
a powerful tool for the detection of lattice defects in metals and semiconductors. Typical
defects detected by positrons in metals are usually related to vacancies (monovacancies,
dislocations, small vacancy clusters). But also precipitates, interfaces, and inner surfaces
(pores) can act as positron traps [1]. Usually, the defects are assumed to be evenly
distributed in the sample (application of the standard trapping model 2 3 More
recently there have been attempts to include inhornogeneous distributions of defects into
the trapping model - called diffusion trapping model 4 51. Here, we will extend the
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detection of defects to fine-grained (100 nni. .. 15 prn) and porous samples, discussing
the sintering process as an example, by considering the effect of positron diffusion via a
Monte Carlo simulation.

Sintering (here: pressureless sntering) means compactation and subsequent heat
treatment of ceramic or metal powders 6 7 Sintering usually goes along with neck
growth between neighboring powder particles and shrinkage, Z. e. vanishing of pore space.
In this article we will discuss the influence of changes in the microstructure on the
sintering process.

Concerning PAS, we have to know, which fraction of the positrons will reach -
dependent on powder particle sizes and shapes - the surface of powder particles, and
additionally, will positrons be trapped there, and which positron lifetime is associated
to that (see path 3 and 4 Fig. 1). On the other hand, we should not neglect defects (e.g.
dislocations) inside the powder particles (path 2.

The motivation for positron studies on powder metallurgical materials was the idea of
defect nduced diffusion (cf. e.g. [8]) which should dominate over bulk diffusion (Nabarro-
Herring creep). Earlier studies on the sintering process by PAS found, independent of
green density or heating rate, a coincidence between decreasing average lifetime and
intensive shrinkage stage 9 101. While these works revealed an unusual high average
lifetime in the as-pressed state, additionally, an increase of the average lifetime at about
0.4 Tm was noticed. This seems to be contrary to more recent results [1 1, 12]. But it has
been shown how this contradiction can be resolved: In rare cases it is possible that the
average positron lifetime increases while the density of certain defects decreases 13].

Sample Thermalization
Pore Diffusion

/Grain Boundary

Source

(D.

�00 n rn

Figure 1: Two porous samples arranged in a source-sample sandwich: Pores (black regions)
and grain boundaries (straight black lines) are shown. The detailed enlargement to the right
shows thermalization (assumed to stop in the bulk) and diffusion paths of positrons entering
the sample (diffusion paths are magnified). Different paths: 1: Diffusion stops in the bulk, 2:
Trapping into a defect, 3 Diffusion to a grain boundary and trapping, 4 Diffusion to an inner
surface and trapping to a surface state.
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2 Positron Diffusion - Random Walk Simulation

In a porous or fine-grained sample one has to take into account, where the positrons are
most likely to thermalize, and how the annihilation characteristic is influenced by the
inicrostructure. Hence, we have to consider the limited positron diffusion length L =
V'2� T 14], where D is the positron diffusion constant, Tff the effective lifetime,
and d the dimension of the diffusive motion, e.g. d 2 for surface diffusion. Assuming
defect-free grains (Tff 103 ps), one obtains for Copper or Nickel (D+ 1.6 cm 2/S)

L+ _- 330 nm [15].
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Figure 2 Monte Carlo simulation of the Figure 3 Fraction of positrons reaching the
positron diffusion: Fraction of positrons particles surface (FPS) in the presence of de-
reaching the particles surfaces (FPS) as a fects as a function of the capture rate r.. The
function of particle diameter for spherical par- particle diameter is valid for spherical parti-
ticles. The analytical solution 16, 17] is cles. \b = 1/T, the annihilation rate in the
dashed. Defect-free interior of particles is as- bulk.
sumed.

One can use analytical solutions of the diffusion equation 16, 171 or a Monte-Carlo
simulation [151 (cf. figure 2 and 3 and compare to the fraction of positrons annihilating
with parameters typical for grain boundaries or surfaces 11, 13, 15). The main assump-
tions are that large angle grain boundaries possess so high defect densities that positrons
passing them during their random walk motion will be trapped there The same is
valid for surfaces (r.,urf) (cf. the discussion in [11, 13]. Furthermore, traps inside powder
particles or grains will be considered by their corresponding trapping rate K (f- Fig. 3.

3 Positron Results and Sintering Mechanisms

For all investigated powders the individual powder particles itself contain defects such
as dislocations and grain boundaries in the as-produced state [11, 12), while pressing is
increasing the dislocation density further 12].

Generically, annealing scales in most metals with the homologous temperature TITM,
where Tm is the melting point: vacancy migration at T -_ 0 16 TM, vacancy cluster an-
nealing at T :z 027 TM, recrystallization at T ;zz 040 Tm, and grain growth at T > .5 Tm
(13]. A combined study using metallography, line-profile analysis of x-ray broadening,
Transmission and Scanning Electron Microscopy revealed large-angle grain boundaries
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as the only detectable types of defects at temperatures relevant for sintering (shrinkage
occurs at T > .5 TM) [I 1, 12, 18].
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While Nickel powder compacts show a very complicated defect structure below 600'C,
the dislocation density drops between 300 and 500'C below the detection limit of x
108 CM-2 when recrystallization happens (cf. figure and 6. The lifetime analysis reveals
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Figure 5: Nickel Reduction Powder: Lp Figure 6 Compacts of nickel reduction pow-
10 pm, green density p = 065 p, and heating der (Lp = 24ILm, pg = 0.78pj sintered
rateOf VA =20OK/min. Upperpart: shrink- with a heating rate of 10 K/min. Upper part:
age and shrinkage rate together with the shrinkage, shrinkage rate, and average life-
average lifetime ;r-. Lower part: decomposi- time- lower part: decomposition of the spec-
tion of lifetime spectra. tra.

for T > .5 TM always T = T, (annihilation in undisturbed interior of grains), T3= T,
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(trapping at grain boundaries), and eventually = f (trapping at powder particle
surfaces). This indicates a powder particle size of less than 15 Am 12, 13]. While the
decreasing intensity corresponding t urf �-- 550 ps means vanishing of pore space, the
same for r,,, -_ 300ps indicates grain growth inside each powder-particle. Approaching
sintering temperature, the contact boundaries start moving, meaning that the grain sizes
become larger than the original powder particle size.

Considering intermediate stage sintering, the driving force for sintering is given by
the Laplace pressure (cf. 7 chapter 22) o = A (2-y - y)/(LP E acting as capillary
tension, where -s and -y,,,, are surface and grain boundary energy, respectively, Lp is the
average powder-particle size, E) the porosity and AO is a number (I ... 4 according to the
particles geometry). For Nabarro-Herring and Coble creep the estimated shrinkage rates
are given by 7]

DI o 1 6GBDGBQ O 1
e, = Al � � - and e = A2 (1)

kBT L 2 kBT TG
G

respectively (LGis the average grain size, Al, A2 are empirical constants, is the atomic
volume, D, and DGB are the coefficients for volume and grain boundary diffusion,
respectively, while ,, is the effective grain boundary width).

Figure 7 Modified two-particle-
-------------------- imodel: R is the original powder par-

ticle radius. Pressing causes flat-
tening of the two-particle-contact,

------------ DW where a = XoIR is the initial flat-

V2 tening. X and are neck radius
L )j and particle distance after pressing.

A- h
r, o z are cylindrical coordinates

VI used for the calculations. EnlargedX
D., part: course of the diffusion coef-

ficient along the neck radius. The
other symbols are explained in the

--------------- text.

Alternatively, one can use a two-particle model modified to include flattening of
powder particles by pressing 19, 20, 21] (cf. Fig. 7 It estimates the shrinkage rate
from the experimentally measured shrinkage. Material transport causes the volume V
to migrate to the neck region where it is deposited (V2). Hence, the outer neck radius
p, the inner neck radius X, and the neck heights h are enlarged. Simultaneously, the
distance of the particle centers decreases by Al. The structural activity (D is the area
below the curve of the effective diffusion coefficient Dff. The profile for defect-free
powder particles and relaxed grain boundaries is the dashed line, i.e. T > TR= 04 Tm.
Taking into account Fick's law and appropriate boundary conditions one is lead to an
equation for the shrinkage rate (see 12, 21, 22] for more details). Taking lo = 2Rv/-l--a2
as starting length, one obtains for the shrinkage rate

d I h/2
(Al) = 4 QYs I Dff (t, z)dz (2)

dt 1, kT p X 2 R vF -- a2 h/2
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using the usual approximations Q-y, < kT and p < X (For an exact derivation see
[21]). In the case of relaxed boundaries one obtains for the integral part (structural
activity) of equation 2) �D Dvol (h 6, + 6,DGB used here.
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In Figure the shrinkage rates are estimated for diffusional creep according to the
lifetime data, giving Lp and LG, while the two-particle model uses the experimentally
determined shrinkage and L = R [11, 12]. Using the results for the effective powder-
particle size L = 41 jLm 12], Nabarro-Herring creep gives shrinkage rates, which are one
order of magnitude too small, while Coble creep gives approximately the right rates W.
Fig. 8). Dislocation creep is not considered, since at sintering temperature the density
of dislocation is globally too small to act as vacancy sources and sinks. For the modified
two-particle model, the estimated shrinkage rates are by a factor of 35 too high (scaled
in Figure 8), while the qualitative tendency is right. The too high rates may be due to an
underestimation of the influence of surface diffusion, or a deviation of powder particles
from the assumed spherical shape 12].

4 Conclusions

Using positron annihilation spectroscopy it is indeed possible to obtain meaningful results
when investigating powders or fine-grained materials. The main trapping sites are -
dependent on powder particle and grain sizes - pores or particle surfaces (T�"',f ":�� 550 ps)
and grain boundaries inside individual powder particles (T,;,, -_ 300 ps). In all cases
recrystallization at 04 Tm is noticed by dislocation annealing. The further decrease of the
average lifetime �: during the intensive shrinkage stage has a generic reason: elimination
of pore surfaces and grain growth.

It is possible to follow the sintering process, i. e. changes in microstructure and den-
sification, by PAS, Z. e. determining averages for powder particle and grain sizes. When
densification has started at T > .5 Tm the surface signal vanishes and the only detectable
defect lifetime isT,,,, since all other defect have annealed out. Hence, we attribute this
lifetime to positron trapping at grain boundaries. By use of a Monte-Carlo simulation
of the positron diffusion we where able to show that grain sizes determined that way are
consistent with other investigations.
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One obtains reasonable shrinkage rates, consistent with grain-boundary diffusion
(Coble creep) dominating over Nabarro-Herring creep as mechanism for material trans-
port, while dislocation creep plays no role here.
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